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Systems Analysis and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Alan Dennis' 5th Edition of Systems Analysis and Design continues to build upon previous issues with it hands-on approach to systems analysis and design with an even more in-depth focus on the core set of skills that all analysts must possess. Dennis continues to capture the experience of developing and analyzing systems...
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Data-Driven Modeling: Using MATLAB® in Water Resources and Environmental Engineering (Water Science and Technology Library)Springer, 2013

	“Data-Driven Modeling: Using MATLAB® in Water Resources and Environmental Engineering” provides a systematic account of major concepts and methodologies for data-driven models and presents a unified framework that makes the subject more accessible to and applicable for researchers and practitioners. It integrates important...
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Advanced Microscopy in Mycology (Fungal Biology)Springer, 2015

	The aim of this volume is to describe the latest advances in microscopic methods, including integrated techniques, as applied to mycology. Each chapter will provide a brief overview of a particular microscopic method with associated advantages and limitations, the research questions that can be appropriately addressed using these microscopic...
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2D Unity: Your First Game from Start to FinishNo Starch Press, 2016

	
		Have you ever wanted to make a video game, but didn't know where to start? 2D Unity is an approachable guide to making your own games using Unity, the powerful, free-to-use development platform.

	
		2D Unity contains hands-on projects that get you started making games from the ground-up. Unity's complex...
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Risk and Interdependencies in Critical Infrastructures: A Guideline for Analysis (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2012

	Today’s society is completely dependent on critical networks such as  water supply, sewage, electricity, ICT and transportation. Risk and vulnerability analyses are needed to grasp the impact of threats and hazards. However, these become quite complex as there are strong interdependencies both within and between infrastructure...
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Williams Textbook of Endocrinology, 11eSaunders, 2007

	In your complex and dynamic field, it can be a struggle to continually integrate the latest scientific and clinical information into your everyday patient care. The 11th Edition of this beloved reference is the solution! Leading authorities provide just the right blend of scientific insight and clinical know-how to help you overcome any...
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Yeast as a Tool in Cancer ResearchSpringer, 2007

	Leland H. Hartwell Director, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Nobel Laureate for Medicine, 2001 Yeast has proved to be the most useful single-celled organism for studying the fundamental aspects of cell biology. Resources are now available for yeast that greatly simplify and empower new investigations, like the presence of strains with...
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Coach Yourself to a New Career: 7 Steps to Reinventing Your Professional LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Bestselling author offers a step-by-step program to making the right choices about a new career move


	Don't fear taking the leap into a new career with this seven step program from bestselling author and life coach Talane Miedaner. Whatever the situation or economic environment, Coach Yourself to a New Career gives...
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Python 3 Text Processing with NLTK 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 80 practical recipes on natural language processing techniques using Python's NLTK 3.0


	About This Book

	
		Break text down into its component parts for spelling correction, feature extraction, and phrase transformation
	
		Learn how to do custom sentiment analysis and named entity...
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Deep Learning Cookbook: Practical Recipes to Get Started QuicklyO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Deep learning doesn’t have to be intimidating. Until recently, this machine-learning method required years of study, but with frameworks such as Keras and Tensorflow, software engineers without a background in machine learning can quickly enter the field. With the recipes in this cookbook, you’ll learn how to solve...
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The Scrumban [R]Evolution: Getting the Most Out of Agile, Scrum, and Lean Kanban (Agile Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2015

	Create Thriving, High-Performing Teams and Organizations with Scrumban


	 


	Scrumban allows you to use Kanban as a catalyst for increasingly valuable changes to your existing software development processes, amplifying and expanding upon Scrum’s...
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Oracle 12c: SQLCengage Learning, 2015

	Now you can master the latest version of the fundamental SQL language used in all relational databases today with ORACLE 12C: SQL, 3E. Much more than a study guide, this edition helps you transform a basic knowledge of databases into proficiency with the latest SQL and Oracle concepts and techniques. You learn to use Oracle 12c SQL most...
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